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Developing RESTful Services with JAX-RS 2.0, WebSockets, and JSONPackt Publishing, 2013

	Improving your productivity by making the most of Java EE 7's capabilities is made easy and practical with this book. It's the perfect guide to developing RESTful Services utilizing powerful new technologies.


	Overview

	
		Learning about different client/server communication models including but not...
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XML and JSON Recipes for SQL Server: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2017

	Welcome and thank you for reading XML and JSON Recipes for SQL Server. In the modern world of information technology, keeping data stored and manipulated reliably and efficiently is one of the first priorities. In the last decade, SQL Server has evolved into a sophisticated Enterprise RDBMS tool, and it is still growing by providing more...
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Delphi Cookbook: Recipes to master Delphi for IoT integrations, cross-platform, mobile and server-side development, 3rd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Quickly learn and employ practical recipes for developing real-world, cross-platform applications using Delphi.

	
		Key Features

		
			Get to grips with Delphi to build and deploy various cross-platform applications
	
			Design and deploy real-world apps by implementing a single source...
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Building RESTful Web Services with Spring 5 - Second Edition: Leverage the power of Spring 5.0, Java SE 9, and Spring Boot 2.0Packt Publishing, 2018

	
		Find out how to implement the REST architecture to build resilient software in Java with the help of the Spring 5.0 framework. 

	
		Key Features

		
			Follow best practices and explore techniques such as clustering and caching to achieve a reactive, scalable web service,
	
			Leverage...
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PHP Web Services: APIs for the Modern WebO'Reilly, 2013

	
		In this age, when it can sometimes seem like every system is connected to every other
	
		system, dealing with data has become a major ingredient in building the Web. Whether
	
		you will be delivering services or consuming them, web service is a key part of all
	
		modern, public-facing applications, and this book is here to help...
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Ajax Design PatternsO'Reilly, 2006
Ajax, or Asynchronous JavaScript and XML, exploded onto  the
scene in the spring of 2005 and remains the hottest story among  web
developers. With its rich combination of technologies, Ajax provides  a
strong foundation for creating interactive web applications with XML  or
JSON-based web services by using...
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Learn PHP 7: Object Oriented Modular Programming using HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript, XML, JSON, and MySQLApress, 2015

	
		This new book on PHP 7 introduces writing solid, secure, object-oriented code in the new PHP 7: you will create a complete three-tier application using a natural process of building and testing modules within each tier. This practical approach teaches you about app development and introduces PHP features when they are actually needed...
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RESTful Web APIsO'Reilly, 2013

	
		The popularity of REST in recent years has led to tremendous growth in almost-RESTful APIs that don’t include many of the architecture’s benefits. With this practical guide, you’ll learn what it takes to design usable REST APIs that evolve over time. By focusing on solutions that cross a variety of domains, this...
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Beginning Apache Cassandra DevelopmentApress, 2014

	Beginning Apache Cassandra Development introduces you to one of the most robust and best-performing NoSQL database platforms on the planet. Apache Cassandra is a document database following the JSON document model. It is specifically designed to manage large amounts of data across many commodity servers without there being any single...
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Node Cookbook Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2014

	Over 50 recipes to master the art of asynchronous serverside JavaScript using Node.js, with coverage of Express 4 and Socket.IO frameworks and the new Streams API


	About This Book

	
		Work with JSON, XML, web sockets to make the most of asynchronous programming
	
		Extensive code samples covering...
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Learning iOS Programming: From Xcode to App StoreO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		The arrival of the iPhone changed everything. Or, at the very least, it changed the
	
		direction of software development for mobile platforms, which is a pretty big thing. It
	
		has spawned an entire generation of copycat devices and brought an entire multibilliondollar
	
		industry to its knees. Despite this, it still fits...
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Head First jQuery (Brain-Friendly Guides)O'Reilly, 2011

	
		Want to add more interactivity and polish to your websites? Discover how jQuery can help you build complex scripting functionality in just a few lines of code. With Head First jQuery, you'll quickly get up to speed on this amazing JavaScript library by learning how to navigate HTML documents while handling events, effects,...
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